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Participants Barriers to engagement Value in engagement

Participants can be identifi ed specifi cally (e.g. A team 
of 10 people from ACME Ltd.) or described in general 
terms (e.g. A diverse group of stakeholders from local 

businesses within Morecambe).

What relevant experience and knowledge can participants bring?
How could participants relate their work and interests to one another?What will get in the way for participants? What’s it for them?

How could participants explore ideas together? How could you create together?
What form(s) could ideas take to make them concrete?

How could you translate outcomes of the process into ongoing action?
What’s next for the juice created by the engagement? In your terms alone.

Sharing Exploration Formation Action1 2 3 4
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Imagine a possible engagement that would 
improve the impact of your work

This could be an event like a workshop, an online 
meet-up or even an art installation.
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Define the 
participants
Individuals, roles, groups, 
organisations etc.

Define success  
in your terms

How should the world be different 
after the engagement?
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Define some barriers to 
participants engaging
Commonly things like time, 
language, values, power structures

Define some value that participants 
could derive from engaging
What can you offer to participants to draw 
them into an engagement?
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Engagement Mechanisms
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Principle 3: Interactions can be made better
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Koala: Knowledge and Learning Evaluation

The tool gets its name from a koala because one of the sheets fastens around the side of the other, like the animal hangs onto a tree.

Comments...

4. Write your answers.

5. Return to the facilitator.

3. Respond by instinctively 

drawing a line at your level of 

satisfaction for each question.

Answer

Answer

Answer..............

Answer........................
..

Answer

1. Fold sheet A in half.

2. Stick sheet A to sheet B.

This tool was developed by IDEAS 

for Impact at Lancaster University in 

collaboration with Dee Hennessy.

impact.lancaster.ac.uk

This work is licensed under a Creative 

Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 

International License.

How far has today’s 

event equipped you to 

take the necessary next 

steps?

How useful do you think 

this event has been to 

you?

To what extent did you 

get what you hoped for 

from today’s event?

To what extent has today 

provided surprises, 

insights or altered your 

perspective for the longer 

term?

Comments...

Comments...

Comments...

Koala 
Evaluation Tool

Knowledge And Learning evaluation



impact.lancaster.ac.uk/tools




